Relationship Quiz:
A.R.E. You There for Me?
In secure relationships, couples experience each other as being accessible,
responsive and engaged. How connected is your relationship?
This survey is taken from the book Hold Me Tight, Seven Conversations for a
Lifetime of Love by Dr. Johnson can help you find out if you and your partner are
really there for each other.

Directions: Simply choose a True or False response to the following questions.
Scoring (instructions below) will reveal where your relationship falls on the A.R.E.
scale.
From your viewpoint, is your partner accessible to you?
1. I can get my partner’s attention easily. T/F
2. My partner shows that I come first for them. T/F
3. I can share my deepest feelings with them. They will listen. T/F

From your viewpoint, is your partner responsive to you?
1. If I need connection or comfort my partner will be there for me. T/F
2. My partner responds to my signals that I need them to give me space or
come close. T/F
3. I find I can lean on my partner when I am anxious or unsure. T/F
Are you positively emotionally engaged with each other?
1. I feel very comfortable being close to and trusting my partner. T/F
2. I can confide in my partner about almost anything. T/F
3. I know that my partner cares about my joys, hurts and fears. T/F
To score: Simply add up the number of “True” responses that you checked. Each “True”
response equals one point.
If you scored 6 or above, you A.R.E well on your way to an emotionally engaged relationship
if you’re not already in one!
If you scored between 4-6 consider exploring podcasts, books and other resources to build
connection in your relationship. Counselling may be helpful even if you're not in 'crisis'.
If you score 4 or below, this is not so uncommon. Many of us did not grow up with the A.R.E.
ingredients as a given in our relationships. As a result, we've never learned these essential
relationship skills. Counselling can help you and your partner with this.

